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Foreword
The five papers in this EUT report were presented in a special session on "Control Rooms" at
the Human-Computer Interaction International `93 Conference, held in Orlando, Florida USA
from 8-13 August, 1993 .
Their topics range from process control and supervision to fault diagnosis tasks ; from
influencing the interface-design process to validating its results ; and from workplace design to
decision support.
I hope this collection of "trends" will be just as stimulating to the reader as the preparations for
the session were to the author.

Tjerk W . van der Schaaf, session organizer .

Developing process control systems : procedural
requirements in design
H.J.G . Zwaga

Utrecht University, Psychological Laboratory - Ergonomics Group, Heidelberglaan 2,
3584 CS Utrecht, The Netherlands
Abstract
The systematic involvement of human factors in the design of human-machine systems
is only slowly gaining a foothold in the engineering world . Promoting this involvement is
not a skill common among human factors specialists . Management has to be provided with
convincing information detailing the knowledge and expertise available in order to justify
the resource allocation required . In projects where, for various reasons, human factors
specialists cannot be involved, the option should be explored to compile application
specific design rules to guide the designers in their decisions . An example is described,
demonstrating how general guidelines and standards can be converted into sets of
application-specific rules intended for use in the design of the operator interface of
production platform control rooms .

1 . INTRODUCTION
Human factors engineering activities can be grouped under two headings : 1)the
application of human factors knowledge to facilitate the interaction between humans and
machines and 2)the evaluation of human-machine systems . In general, it is an easier task
to evaluate a human-machine system (whether it is in its final state or in an intermediate
state of development) than it is to provide information to engineers to optimize the
relationship between people and their work . The methodology to evaluate human-machine
systems is much better developed ; a wide variety of techniques is available to evaluate
almost every conceivable aspect of a system . Human factors experts can often also rely on
the research techniques developed in their original discipline (e .g ., physiology, medicine,
psychology) . There are many books and other texts describing evaluation methods and
techniques . An early, and still very readable example, is Chapanis' (1959) book on
research techniques, while a more recent example, more than four times the size of the
book by Chapanis, is "Evaluation of Human Work" by Wilson and Corlett (1992) .
There are far less publications describing how to provide useful human factors
information to system designers, or how to contribute, as a human factors specialist on the
project team, to the development of a system . Acting as a human factors specialist on a
project team is (still) a skill that has to be learned in practice . Frameworks have been put
forward to guide human factors involvement in the design of human-machine systems .

Typical examples are the "Man-machine System Development scheme" described by
Singleton (1974), and Bailey's (1982) "Total System Design" approach, also described in
the later editions of Sanders and McCormick (1987, ch . 18 ; 1992, ch. 22) .

2 . USING HUMAN FACTORS KNOWLEDGE IN SYSTEM DESIGN
It is significant that in the description of the human factors activities related to the use
of the design scheme, Sanders and McCormick (1992, p . 738) hint at the difficulties a
human factors specialist might encounter when working with design engineers . They warn
that in the competition for influence on design decisions between members of a design
team, human factors people occupy a low rank in the pecking order . In the latest edition
of their book they elaborate on this point by adding a section called 'How engineers
design' . Here they review what little is known about the mechanisms of the cooperation
between engineers and human factors specialists . The cardinal issue is that human
performance, and the factors determining performance, are outside the engineer's sphere
of thought . Information about human behavior is not a decisive factor in their decisions
unless it can be easily found and provided it makes sense intuitively . Following Meister
(1989, p . 71), Sanders and McCormick conclude that : 'design is at bottom a highly
judgmental process in which all the engineer's biases and predilections have the
opportunity to influence the final configuration' .
So, the fact has to be faced that human factors specialists will, for a long time to
come, not automatically be members of a project design team . Access 'to a design team is
not easily gained . Knowing the 'truth' is not enough . Much depends on the contextspecific experience and the skills of the human factors specialist to relate to people, i .e.,
to know how to convince people, how and when to compromise .
The literature on process control might sometimes give the impression that human
factors knowledge already plays a significant role in system design . Most of these
publications originate, however, from public companies (nuclear power is very prominent)
and from the military sphere . Compared to those areas, there is only a handful of papers
describing human factors activities in commercial system design projects . This indicates
that there are far less projects in the process industry on the design or redesign of
complex human-machine systems where human factors specialists are involved . Although'
commercial confidentiality certainly plays a role, costs justification is, when considering
involvement of human factors specialists, probably a more determining factor here . And,
given the low priority engineers attach to human factors engineering, it is probably not
only resource allocation, but also the fact that courage is required from management to
make a choice for a more user-centered approach .

Attempts to convince management, or the project team, of the advantages of having
human factors members on the design team, should explain that human factors knowledge
and expertise with regard to the presentation of information cover three aspects of human
behavior: sensation, perception, and cognition . Of these three, the importance of the
cognitive side of human behavior is the most difficult to convey . Providing for the limits
of human sensation and perception already has gained a degree of acceptance in the
engineering world . Many engineers know that 'classic' human factors data exist .
Supplying useful data to ensure optimal work conditions with regard to the physical and
perceptive requirements, often provides an opportunity to explain and demonstrate what

else human factors can do . A typical example of this approach is a study described by Van
der Schaaf and Kragt (1992) . The authors describe how their study started off with
straightforward questions about eliminating glare in VDUs in a new control room and
finally resulted in the involvement of human factors specialist on a much wider scale . This
included not only the redesign of the control room and a new lighting plan, but also the
redesign of the VDU-based information presentation . This redesign concentrated on the
information content of the displays, which appeared not to be designed with the
requirements of the end-user (i .e . the operator) in mind, but was based on the design
engineers' view of the process .
So, the approach of human factors with regard to large-scale projects should be to try
to become part of the critical path in the development of a system . Be it at an advanced
stage in the project with the difficulty that one might have to convince management to
reconsider decisions, but preferably at an earlier design stage .
To facilitate the decision of management to involve human factors specialists, a plan
showing how to involve human factors should be part of the information provided to
management. In addition, at least some indications should be provided about the
advantages or the achievements that reasonably might be expected from the involvement of
human factors . This is necessary because justification of resource allocation is for
management an essential requirement . In the process of getting on a design team, human
factors also has to concentrate on its own role . An important purpose of the information
provided is also that it should prevent that human factors will, in the perception of the
design engineers, remain the field of expertise to turn to just for classic user- interface
information . Management and design engineering have to be convinced that the bottom-up
approach of classic interface human factors has to be integrated in a top-down approach
that starts with a careful analysis of all system performance aspects, including the
organizational changes that automation might require .

3. SYSTEM DESIGN AND STANDARDS, GUIDELINES AND RULES
To introduce human factors knowledge on a wider scale and not only in the design of
human-machine systems that are unique, complex and large, other ways have to be used
than actually having a human factors specialist on the design team . This takes us to the
delicate subject of guidelines and standards . International standards for human-computerrelated interfaces and tasks are currently widely developed . A good overview of the state
of the art and the many problems involved can be obtained from Abernathy (1988) and a
special issue of Displays (vol 13, no 3, 1992) . From these publications it will immediately
be clear, that standards are not the information sources the engineers want for the userrelated specifications of their design . Mosier and Smith (1986) have shown that engineers
are dissatisfied with guidelines, because they are considered to be too general or do not
apply to a particular system ; sometimes guidelines even contradict each other . To a large
extent, the same objections apply to standards . A persistent problem with guidelines, and
a much discussed point in relation to standards, is that there is always a lag between the
application of new technologies and pertinent human factors research . A practical problem
is that there are delays in the updating of the guidelines or standards . The results of a
questionnaire survey conducted by Mosier and Smith (1986) also indicate that design
engineers especially feel ill at ease with guidelines that apply to cognitive aspects of

human-computer interaction . Those guidelines are often vague whereas guidelines detailing
physical or perceptive aspects are usually more specific and do not have to be interpreted .
Guidelines covering cognitive aspects use fuzzy terms such as 'quickly' and 'easily' .
Comments and examples are mentioned as helpful parts of guidelines . This, however,
brings also about the complaint that one often has to spend much time reading irrelevant
material, or that information has to be integrated with information from elsewhere in the
guidelines to make it relevant to a particular system . Design engineers want guidelines on
cognitive subjects to be just as clear and to the point as most guidelines on physical and
perceptive aspects of human-machine systems .
The basic problem is, that guidelines and standards are written for human factors
specialists and not for design engineers (Mosier and Smith, 1986) . It should therefore not
be surprising that they are often of little use to design engineers . The proper use of
guidelines and standards requires human factors experience, a fact most texts with
guidelines omit to stress . Guidelines and standards can best be seen as attempts to
integrate and summarize existing knowledge, experience and expert opinions in generally
defined task conditions (e .g . VDU work station) . The compilers of the guidelines assume
that the user of the guidelines has the knowledge and experience to judge the applicability
of the different guidelines in a specific context or application (e .g . a refinery control room
console) . Guidelines should therefore be stated generally, because in this way they not
only can reflect the conclusions from knowledge and experience originating from many
different sources, but also better serve the purpose of a guideline, i .e. to be useful for a
wide range of applications .
Guidelines can only be made useful to designers by converting them into applicationspecific design rules, which can be used without the need for further interpretation by
designers . Deriving specific design rules from guidelines for a well defined and narrow
context is mentioned in the survey from Mosier and Smith (1986) . These 'in-house rules'
are considered a better way to promote user-oriented design than asking designers to
adhere to human factors guidelines they find difficult to use.

4 . DESIGN RULES AS TOOLS FOR DESIGNERS
In deriving specific design rules from guidelines, the human factors specialist is in fact
developing a tool for designers . By following the rules, designers should be able to apply
human factors knowledge without further interpretation or help . For design rules to be
useful they should be application-specific, i .e . they should be mapped onto the system and
the user of the rules . So, three aspects should be considered : the tasks and task conditions,
the equipment, and the designer . For rules to be applicable without further interpretation,
the range of systems they apply to has to be narrow . This can imply that for the
translation of guidelines into design rules for 'in-house use' more than just one set of rules
has to be derived, each one for a specific application of a range of comparable systems .
The feasibility of this approach may be demonstrated here with the development of, up
to now, two sets of rules for the design of operator consoles on-board oil and gas
production platforms . Production platforms are built using a project type organization with
a tightly fixed time schedule and budget . For a few platforms, human factors guidance and
information was requested . This followed the usual pattern of specific and detailed
questions . Major task-determining decisions had already been made, only minor changes

to hardware and software could be implemented . However, based on the experience
gained, a proposal could be made to central management, and was accepted, to compile
three sets of design rules for the incorporation of human factors requirements into the
design specification of the operator console and the central control room of average-sized
production platforms . Not only is it expected that a few more of these platforms will be
built, but also the control rooms and control systems of existing platforms are scheduled
for refurbishment .
One set of rules provides design requirements for the information presentation on
VDUs with regard to content, format and the navigation between displays . A second set of
rules specifies the requirements for the design of the operator console in the central
control room with regard to equipment installed, layout and shape of the console, control
facilities, and the requirements for the navigation between VDUs . A third set specifies the
requirements for the design of the central control room on a platform . Compilation of the
first two sets has been completed . Work on the third set has not yet started .
In both cases the approach for the compilation of the two sets of rules was the same .
Each set of rules is based on a supporting document : The VDU-based Information
Presentation Guidelines Document and the Console Guidelines Document . The first gives
guidelines, background information and comments on the presentation of information on
VDUs with the restriction, however, that all information in the document is specifically
adapted or selected to apply to the VDU-presentation of information in the operator
console of Distributed Control Systems (DCS) . The operator interface of the different
manufacturers might differ in detail, globally they have the same functionality .
The information in the Guidelines Document is then used to derive rules for the design
of the content, format and use of the VDU-presented information for a specific DCS ; in
this case a Honeywell TDC 3000 .
The other Guidelines Document provides guidelines, guidance and comments with
regard to multi-VDU operator consoles in a production platform process setting . The set
of design rules derived from the Guidelines Document applies specifically to a console
based on the Honeywell DCS console module .
Both Guidelines Documents are based on existing (draft)standards, guidelines, other
available relevant literature and experience gained in the field . Both guidelines documents
are in the first place intended for use by human factors specialists . The information in a
Guideline Document can be used to answer questions when, for some reason, the rules do
not apply, to adapt a rule if technological changes are introduced, or to compile a new set
of rules for a different DCS .
To derive rules from a Guidelines Document, three determining factors should be
distinguished : the particular DCS to be used, the general and specific characteristics of the
process and the task requirements of the operator . Information with regard to the first two
factors can be obtained from existing documentation, although field experience is a
necessary prerequisite . The task requirements have been determined using different
techniques. The most important ones are : walk-through evaluations on-board platforms,
systematic observations of operator activities, structured interviews with operators and
operations management .
The two sets of rules have been combined in an Engineering Reference
Document(ERD) for the use by project teams . In this way the document has an official
status in the company and cannot be considered 'as yet another set of recommendations' .
Currently, the ERD is put to test in a project . Up to now only minimal adjustments to

some rules are requested, but overall the rules are generally considered to be useful and
complete .

5 . CONCLUSIONS
This development of design rules demonstrates that it is possible to provide design
engineers with human factors information in an effective delivery form, even for a type of
system with a high level of complexity . This requires effort from the human factors
specialist . Compiling guidelines for a wide context and requiring the user (designer) to
interpret the guidelines for a specific application has been shown not to be effective and to
generate little credit for human factors in the engineering world . To compile ready- foruse application-specific design rules appears to be a better approach . However, this
approach demands from the human factors specialist to design a tool for the design
engineer in such a way that it supports and facilitates the task of the designer and at the
same time ensures the design of an effective and user-oriented human-machine system .
This means that for both the 'designer-rules system' and the production system, the human
factors system development procedure has to be followed .
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Operator behavior and supervisory control systems in the
chemical process industry
H.C.M . Hoonhout and H .J.G . Zwaga
Utrecht University, Psychological Laboratory - Ergonomics Group, Heidelberglaan 2,
3584 CS Utrecht, The Netherlands

Abstract
The effects of modem process control systems on the operator's supervisory control
task are described . Considering the approach that operators adopt to perform their task,
the relative advantages and disadvantages of various means of disturbance support
facilities are discussed . This development is set against the current practice of operators (if
involved in display design) to aim for a small set of general purpose displays .
1 . INTRODUCTION
1 .1 . Technological developments in the control room
Technological advances have drastically changed the appearance of control rooms in the
petro-chemical industry ever since the introduction of VDU-based Distributed Control
Systems (DCSs) . Hardware and software technologies are still evolving, resulting in
recent applications in interface design such as increasingly higher resolution color graphics
displays and touch screen input devices . New kinds of software technologies are being
developed continuously, with the aim to provide the control room operators with
additional or even better support in their supervisory control task . In recent years, for
example, several manufacturers of control systems have introduced products based upon
real-time expert systems, neural networks, and fuzzy logic (Cochran, 1992) .
With the introduction of digital control, the man-machine interface has changed
fundamentally . Discrete analog instruments and controls have been replaced by VDUs,
allowing a much wider range of information presentation modes (e .g . trend displays,
graphic displays with updated numeric information, and combinations of these displays) .
Compared with the traditional instrumentation, the information and control facilities are
now available sequentially instead of simultaneously . This means that users have to change
their ways of sampling information on the state of the process (i .e . they have to 'page'
through displays) . Furthermore, digital control has brought a large increase in the amounts
of process information that can be made available . The complexity of the interface, when
measured by the number of control and measuring points and the number of displays, has
grown dramatically since the first introduction of DCSs . An evident example of the
increased information load is provided by the proliferation of implemented alarm points .
As reported by operators (Zwaga & Hoonhout, 1993) this results, during disturbances, in

an avalanche of alarms, which do not provide the operator with relevant information, but
merely constitute a high work load, because the alarms have to be acknowledged in an
already stressful situation .
1 .2 . Changes in the operator's task
With the introduction of DCSs, the operator has become responsible for a much larger
part of the plant . Added to this, the complexity of the operator's task is even further
increased by the fact that the pressure on operational personnel to meet production targets
is high, while considerations such as production efficiency, cost reductions, and
maintenance planning now also have become part of their task .
Although the man-machine interface has seen major changes since the first introduction
of DCSs, the task of the operator has basically remained the same : monitoring and control
of the process, and the analysis and mitigation of disturbances . As a result of the
increased automation, operators have moved from immediate control to a higher level of
supervisory control . This means that the control of the process during normal operation is
carried out by the DCS . The operator only intervenes in case of a disturbance . Active
control is only required during start-up, shut-down, or a mode change .
Manufacturers commonly see the role of operators in supervising the process as mainly
one of a crises-manager . In this view, the main task of the operator is one of process
management, fault diagnosis and correction . The design of the interface of most DCSs
reflects this view. Overview displays are provided to suit the assumed operator's needs in
his supervisory monitoring task . The first indication of a process disturbance is given by
the alarm system . Only alarm information and qualitative overview information about the
state of the process have to be monitored on an ongoing basis . In this view the operators
are only triggered into action in case of an alarm coming up . Analysis of the disturbed
process conditions then moves from the use of global to increasingly more detailed levels
of information, finally resulting in a diagnosis and in remedial control actions . This view
of the operator's role in supervision of the process could be called the 'management-byexception' approach (Zwaga & Hoonhout, 1993 ; Swaanenburg et al ., 1988) .
2 . HOW DO OPERATORS WORK
Field studies (Swaanenburg et al ., 1988 ; Kortlandt & Kragt, 1980) in petro-chemical
plants reveal that one of the main complaints of operators is that with a DCS it is difficult
to maintain an overview of the process at a sufficiently detailed level . Operators prefer to
monitor the process quite intensively . They need information about the dynamic state of
the process, because their prime concern is to know with an acceptable degree of certainty
that the process is not going to confront them with unpleasant surprises . To infer, because
there are no alarms, that the process is running smoothly, is not sufficient for them .
Results of field studies also show that they perform this monitoring (updating) task in
such a way that it is efficiently tuned to the state of the process . A process with rapidly
changing conditions will be closely monitored . If the stability of the process is high,
however, the operator will consider it sufficient to rely on the alarm system, and check
just a few key variables occasionally . Operators thus adapt their monitoring behavior to
the complexity and the condition of the process : the frequency with which the operator
updates himself is determined by an estimation of the probability that a section of the

plant, or the whole plant, could give reason for concern .
The results of field studies thus indicate that operators as a rule do not perform their
task according to the 'management-by-exception' principle, as assumed by manufacturers .
Operators consider it their main task to prevent alarms, rather than to react
to alarms .
They tend to perform their task according to the 'management-by-awareness' principle,
which means that at all times operators are well aware of the state of the process and can
predict, to a certain extent, the behavior of the process in the near future, thus achieving a
high degree of preparedness for possible changes in the process .
3. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS AND INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT
As the results of field studies have shown, the operator needs information about the
process that enables him to keep an overview of the system's state and to make a
confident prediction of the future state of the process . The operator has to make use of
information directly related to specific variables (group displays, trend displays, mimic
displays), because only this kind of information will allow him to predict future states of
the process and, if necessary, to take preventive action .
The persistent demands for changes in the interface of DCSs to meet these
requirements, coincided with the introduction of new display techniques and increased
computer power . If at first only standard vendor displays were available, now more
flexibility in interface design became possible, resulting in customized interface design .
The introduction of new display techniques led to increasing use of graphic or mimic
displays . Graphic displays were considered to be a useful solution for the inadequacy of
the standard vendor displays (overview type of displays and alarm displays) in the
operator's monitoring and updating task during normal process conditions .
For the design decisions regarding the interface, the manufacturers increasingly relied
on participation of the design-engineering departments of their customers . These
developments did not put an end to the complaints of the operators, however . It appears
that design engineers often have an opinion on how a plant should be operated, and how
the DCS interface should be used, that closer matches the manufacturer's viewpoint of the
management-by-exception approach, than it does conform to how operators in fact work
(Zwaga, 1993) . Thus involving design-engineers does not necessarily result in a much
different and better approach toward interface design . If the interface of the DCS were to
be accepted by the actual users, i .e. the operators, operational staff would have to be
involved in the engineering phase . Only in this way the requirements and needs of
operational staff could be incorporated into the design specifications for the displays .
Operators, in the few cases that they have been involved in the design of the graphic
displays, usually do not present completely new ideas about display design, but stay close
to the familiar P&IDs as a basis for design of the displays . This graphical representation
of the plant, or part of the plant, is supplemented with different kinds of detail-information
they want to check regularly . In this way, overview information is mixed with detail
information in one display, in many cases resulting in displays crammed with information .
Operators usually motivate their choice for graphics loaded with information with the
excuse that "it is better to be sure than sorry" . They use the argument that all displayed
information will be needed at some time . Also, operators prefer to have as few displays as
possible, because they want to reduce the cumbersome 'paging' back and forth between

different types of displays . This results in the design of displays that can be used in
normal operation as well as in disturbance control . This practice is in contradiction with
the commonly expressed opinion in the human factors literature on DCS-interface design
that the information requirements for both (opposite) conditions in the supervisory control
task are likely to be completely different, and that this should be reflected in the design of
different displays for each condition .

4. GENERAL VERSUS TASK-SPECIFIC INFORMATION
4.1 . Normal and fault condition displays
As discussed above, an interface is needed that supports the operator in his
management-by-awareness approach . As mentioned earlier, it is often stressed that the two
main tasks of the control room operator, i .e. supervisory control and fault management,
have quite different requirements with regard to the processing of the information offered
by the DCS . In normal conditions, the operator must focus attention upon the forward
flow of events : what causes what? In diagnosing a malfunction or a disturbance, the
operator must often reverse the entire pattern : what was caused by what? (Wickens,
1984) . It can be argued that different ways of information processing may imply highly
different information needs, and therefore justify different sets of displays, i .e. a set of
displays for normal day-to-day operation, a separate set for fault management, and in
addition a number of displays for specific purposes such as a start-up . In this line of
reasoning, Wickens (1984) and Van der Schaaf (1990) suggest that the operator should be
provided with additional support in his fault management task by information displays that
are specifically intended for use in disturbance conditions .
The increased flexibility in display design now enables the design of displays that are
adapted to the specific requirements an operator might have for a particular task, e .g.,
monitoring a particular section of the plant, or a start-up . Thus, separate displays could be
designed for the monitoring of a particular section of the plant, and for fault analysis in
case of a disturbance in that particular section .
4 .2 . The feasibility of disturbance-analysis support systems
A logical consequence, derived from the conclusion that separate displays for fault
management may be needed, is that (intelligent) disturbance-analysis support systems have
to be implemented . The current trend of research on the development of decision support
systems can be considered as an example of efforts in this direction . The expectation,
however, that these kinds of systems will be widely available in the near future, should
not be set too high for two reasons .
First, the range of possible disturbances, abnormal conditions or malfunctions that
could occur in a plant is theoretically infinite . The information provided by any kind of
disturbance support system will only be useful, if it is directly relevant to the disturbance
at hand . The implications for the design of such a system are therefore enormous .
Secondly, the initially high expectations, raised by the new and promising technological
advances announced by the domain of artificial intelligence appeared so far difficult to
fulfil . The currently more modest aspirations of artificial intelligence in actually realizing
advanced decision support systems, in combination with the first point raised, means that
it will probably take a long time before such tools will be fully operational .

4.3 . The need for disturbance-analysis support systems
Considering the nature of the disturbances, it appears that the large majority of
abnormal conditions (fortunately) consists of well-known, relatively frequently occurring
disturbances, that will be easily recognized, diagnosed, and corrected by the operator . In
fact, the majority of abnormal conditions is 'routine' . Consulting a support system, or
specific disturbance displays, for this kind of simple and common disturbances, will never
be considered by the operator .
This means that only few disturbances will be caused by some unexpected, unthinkable,
bizarre combination of events . In these rare cases, even a highly experienced, well-trained
operator will have great difficulties in analyzing and diagnosing the disturbance . It can be
argued that in these circumstances any kind of support system, be it a specific set of
displays with relevant disturbance information, or a more sophisticated support system,
will provide the operator with the then much needed support, to interpret the alarm
information, and to decide on the appropriate corrective action . In contrast, it can also be
argued that in these stressful circumstances, support systems, or specific displays, will be
of less help than expected, and may even hinder the operator in performing his task
efficiently . The main argument is that, because the support system or specific displays will
infrequently be used, these will be unfamiliar, and therefore, the operator will be little
inclined to resort to such unfamiliar aids . The operational conditions are stressful, and, as
a natural reaction, humans will resort to proven and familiar ways to perform their task,
even if it can be shown that these ways are less efficient . Only frequent training, using a
well-designed program (preferably implemented on a plant-specific simulator) could
overcome this objection . If no training is provided in this way, the interface of the support
system should be self-evident, and the presentation of the specific disturbance information
should not differ significantly from the usual way the information is presented . Only then
can it be expected that operators will use these special information and help facilities .
Even if all these points are taken care of, it will still be difficult for the operator to
decide when to switch from the displays normally used, to the support system or to the
specific disturbance displays . With the management-by-awareness approach, the operators
are in fact continuously on the ball to prevent disturbance conditions from developing at
all . They are well aware of current conditions of the process and closely monitor any
changes or instabilities that may develop, taking necessary corrective actions in time .
4.4 . General purpose versus task specific displays
What supervisory monitoring behavior is about, is using the information presented on
the various displays of the DCS in such a way that the operator can develop a correct
model of current process conditions and predict with a reasonable degree of certainty the
most likely future state of the process . This requires that the operator is able to combine
and integrate the displayed information, but also is able to monitor subsystems in parallel
in such a way that information about one part is not neglected when information on
another part is attended . Finally, the operator should be able to easily 'read' information
about a single variable correctly . These information processing requirements presuppose
that an operator can easily locate and gather the information items that he needs . These
requirements are most easily met when the operator is highly familiar with the interface .
Continuing this line of thought, it can be argued that a relatively small set of general
purpose displays is to be preferred over a large set of displays, of which each is intended
for use in a specific process condition . In the latter case, it is likely that many of the

specific displays will in the end not be used, because the operator has forgotten they exist .
A relatively small set of general purpose displays is just what operators, when they are
involved in the design of the displays, are trying to achieve . This approach, intuitively
used by the operators, perhaps allows a way of performing supervisory control, and also
disturbance analysis, using the same set of displays that more closely and effectively
matches with the management-by-awareness approach . As it is now, it cannot be ignored
that operators who create and use these displays, are satisfied with the results .
Considering the remarks about the crowded appearance of displays, it has to be realized
that an experienced operator, who sees the displays daily, and has been trained in their
use, will know 'his' displays inside out . Though for an outsider the displays may look
unstructured, cluttered and unorganized, the operator will perfectly know how to use
them, where to find a particular information item, etc . If displays are really overloaded
with information, this may cause, of course, that an operator, however experienced, will
overlook, or misread a particular critical value, especially under stress conditions .
Display design is now to a large extent still a matter of instinctively making choices
regarding information content and layout of the information presentation . Apart from some
general design rules, usually dealing with the use of color for coding, the use of symbols,
and some basic layout rules, the design of displays will not be guided by a systematic
approach regarding information requirements in relation to the various tasks . The
preference of operators for a small set of general purpose displays is born in experience .
Human factors guidance in interface design should seriously consider their arguments .
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HOW TO SURVIVE PROCESS CONTROL AUTOMATION :
a case studv of integral user participation
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Abstract
This paper describes the background, execution and results of
two large ergonomics projects in a Centralized Control Room
(CCR) of a highly automated chemical process plant in
Rotterdam . Special emphasis will be put on the extensive use of
user participation techniques throughout all phases of
these projects .
Introduction :
This paper describes the background, execution and results of
two large ergonomics projects in a Centralized Control Room
(CCR) of a highly automated chemical process plant in
Rotterdam . Special emphasis will be put on the extensive use of
user participation techniques throughout all phases of
these projects :
- deciding on functional requirements
- developing design guidelines
- building and evaluating prototypes
- introduction and training related to the final designs
- maintenance
One of the projects concerned a total redesign of the entire
CCR (Central Control Room) operator-process interface,
involving not only VDU- (or : CRT) based information and control
facilities, but also hardwired annunciator panels, trend
recorders, and a conventional back-up panel . Obviously, this
project mainly involved a cognitive ergonomics contribution
to the design team .
The other project was primarily concerned with classical
ergonomics : the redesign of almost all physical aspects of the
existing CCR, both to accommodate the interface changes
mentioned earlier, and to bring this 12 year old control room
again up to the ergonomic "state-of-the-art" level . The
following aspects were included in the CCR "face-lift" .
- lay-out of the new VDU consoles, back-up panel, and other
workplaces
- new ceiling with special lighting equipment and adapted
airconditioning
- new, balanced choice of colours and other measures to ensure
optimal concentration when necessary .

The emphasis on user-participation methods will be
illustrated by describing one example from each of the two
projects :
- designing the VDU-based schematics (or : mimics) using
the graphical options of the new Honeywell TDC3000 process
control system interface .
- designing the lay-out
existing CCR .

of the new

VDU consoles in the

Finally, a discussion of some of the important trends in
process automation will show major implications (and great
concern!) for issues like task-allocation, simulation, decision
support, and selection of future operators .

Aromatics plant overview
The Plant is a typical petrochemical continuous production
facility producing aromatic hydrocarbons from Benzene to
ortho-xylenes . It is a highly automated, heavily integrated
plant with various processes such as destillation ; isomerisation a couple of catalitic conversion processes and a cryogenic
H2 recovery plant as well as a crystallization process .
In 1979 a Honeywell TDC2000/PMX control system was installed
which was replaced by a TDC3000/AM control system in 1991 .
Computer control is applied to around 50% of the control loops
and currently Dynamic Matrix Control is widely deployed .
Whv new control equipment ?
The TDC2000/PMX system had a very satisfactory performance
during the 12 years in service . At the end of the '80's however
several reasons emerged to convert the system :
- The "one window" configuration would allow the operator to
get better access to the unit operation . A conservative
guess predicted a yield improvement of 0 .25% .
- The library of the TDC2000 was full .
- The TDC2000 system hardware had to be renewed (CRT's
mainly) .
- Possibility to introduce RTO (Real Time Optimization) and
Dynamic Matrix Control .
You may conclude that mainly vision rather than real solid
figures drove this investment .
Project schedule
Preparation such as writing the Design Basis, cost estimating
and preparation for project execution including scope control
and gate reviews by approving management took 6 months .
Project execution took another 18 months and included console
design ; schematic design, development of help displays ;
annunciator design/installation and transfer (on-line) from
TDC2000 to TDC3000 .

Adaption of the infrastructure of the central control room
lasted 6 months (lighting ; AC ; ceiling offices ; floor ;
furniture etc .) . Installation and migration of computer
application is still ongoing . It means installation of VAX and
application modules (hardware) ; migration of computer
applications (software) ; clean-up software ; installation of
simulator ; adapting documentation and design of new applications .

User participation
Key to this project was the involvement of the users (operators) as experts throughout the entire project (Van der
Schaaf, 1990) . In fact the operators were participating as of
day 1 in a multi-disciplinary team (Zwaga, this volume) of
design engineers, industrial hygienist, ergonomic specialist,
vendor and process control engineers . Operators played a major
role in designing or developing :
- the operating philosophy (task analysis),
- design of basic control strategies and displays,
- lay-out ergonomics of the control room,
- initial training,
- transfer of control loops,
- alarm philosophy and tagging strategies .
Engineers focused more on developing and designing ;
- economic modules,
- integration of systems
- systems to comply with internal and external safety
requirements,
- computer control strategies,
- spare capacity strategies,

- simulator applications .
Example 1 : Operators as "experts "
A comprehensive task analysis was performed with the help of a
checklist of the University of Eindhoven (Van der Schaaf &
Kragt, 1985) and with the involvement of leading console
operators . A prediction of "the operator of the future"
delivered the operating philosophy and formed the basis for
control strategies and display design . Guidelines of Exxon
Research and Engineering company ; documentation of Honeywell ;
own developed guidelines for schematics together with TU
Eindhoven "state of the art" operator interfacé design consideration (Van der Schaaf, 1989) were the building stones for a
schematic design team . An example unit (isoformer) was used
because all major equipment components are part of such an unit
like towers, compressors, furnace, reactor etc . etc .

Fundamentals for building schematics were agreed and schematics
were designed by operators and discussed within shifts and
engineering .As soon as the demo system became available the
paper schematics were transferred to the system and adapted
according the remarks of the operators . All options were
discussed and based on consensus agreed . This method had two
major advantages :
1 . the users were forced to think and develop and thus grow
gradually with the system .
2 . anticipated problems with a switch from numeric to graphical
info profiles to schematics were dramatically reduced and
the buy-in for a different operating interface was almost
complete .
A representative from Honeywell did the actual "building" of
schematics and help displays in the TDC3000 system on site so
that the results could be reviewed immediately during night and
afternoon shifts . Finally the building techniques for displays
and maintenance of the process interface were thought and
assigned to some operators .
Example 2 : console lay-out
For the console lay-out a similar method of user participation
was followed . Based on a initial package of requirements from
operators a wooden mock-up assembly on scale (1 :10) was
provided to play with and to compose the final "ideal" lay-out
(Van der Schaaf & Kragt, 1992) . Major considerations were :
o Optimum communication between console operators during
up-sets . Eye contact possible .
o Annunciators in front of operator .
o Panel operators have a somewhat shielded territory from the
rest of the control room (no meeting room behind the
screens) .
o Optimum use of writing space and communications apparatus .
o Designed for future expansion without touching the present
"ideal" lay-out .
o Build in possibilities to reduce manpower without compromising operations integrity .
o Simulator inside the control room but outside the real
control area .
Training
A temporary demo console was installed with twó screens in the
control room and the operators had during 6 months a "view
only" option to train and to get used to the schematics .
During 3 months one of the new consoles was put in parallel to
the old system and finally the TDC2000 system was dismantled .

The same sequence was followed with the other two "old"
consoles and the transfer went very smoothly without any cut
back in production or dissonant with the operators .
No expensive out of house training was followed
; only a one day
in-house system training given by one of our own shiftsupervisors .
Conclusions :
Pro's and con's of digital controlrooms
Pro o Computer control possible
o more units per console ; manpower reduction possible
o less upsets ; better maintenance possible

o unit integration easier
o lower operating costs ; increased yields ; better
quality performance etc . etc .
Con o less process-status overview by operators (Hoonhout &
Zwaga, this volume) .
o less "feel" for process dynamics
o loss of ability to handle upsets
o expensive simulation systems "must"
o more "experts" needed
o more expensive CCR's (airco etc .)
o adaption of the whole infrastructure and the culture
of the organisation necessary .

Priorities to survive process control automation
User participation is key in every element of process control
automation . That means that the classic type of operator and
the classic use of operator capabilities is not longer suitable
in highly automated processes .
To breed and select the new generation of operators we have to
start in school and a high degree of industry participation in
the technical school programs is mandatory .
Selection of operators can be enhanced by use of selection
tools like work-samples (simulation tools) (Ridderbos, 1992) .
The knowledge transfer from engineers to operators and vice
versa has to be intensified . Unit performance teams (engineers/
operators/maintenance) play a major role in knowledge transfer
and optimum use of industrial capabilities (Van der Schaaf,
1992) . Requalification and "education permanente" is a must
.
Use of real time simulators is increasingly needed, but does
not solve all skill-reduction problems!
Decision support systems (not : "expert" systems!) to help
operators judge are needed in controlling complex integrated
units (Brinkman & Van der Schaaf, this volume) . Intelligent
alarmsystems are a must .

A constant evaluation of men/machine interface based on
cognitive ergonomics (Hollywell & Hickling, this volume) will
prevent the future operators from 99 % deadly vigilance and 1 %
deadly fear .
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Abstract
This paper describes a new set of tools for the evaluation of prospective HCI-based
control room operator interfaces . Each tool is summarised and its application to an
extensive control room interface is reported . It is concluded from this study that the
new tool set is powerful in application and reduces much of the complexity associated
with such evaluations hitherto, and has the potential in other HCI systems to minimise
abortive systems design in advance of prototypes or simulation becoming available .
The structured and systematic approach to HCI system evaluation, together with the
scrutability and auditability of subjective judgements made and the human factors
guidance given the analyst in making those judgements, ensures a very thorough and
unbiased analysis .

1 . INTRODUCTION
In the Main Control Room of Sizewell 'B', a PWR nuclear power station currently
being built in the UK, a networked computer system will display process information
together with embedded alarms to operators on 34 VDUs . A hierarchy of 450 process
mimic formats, plus associated trends, bar charts, data tables, alarm lists, etc, will
constitute the principal operator interface for monitoring purposes . The human
factors evaluation of such an interface can be daunting due to its complexity, which
arises from : (i) the large number of system features needing to be considered, (ii)
relevant ergonomics guidelines often being an artefact of the originating technology
rather than relating to human performance, and (iii) long lead times between
specifying the system software and its availability for evaluation . .5uitable evaluation
tools for such an application therefore need to be able to cope with the above
challenges . In addition, appropriate evaluation tools need to be able to support the
design process and to assess proposed changes whilst satisfying the requirements of
the regulatory authorities for highly auditable methods .

A new set of tools was developed to overcome the problems associated with the
evaluation of prospective HCI-based control room operator interfaces . The tool set
was used for the Verification and Early Validation (V&EV) of an early candidate
system for the Sizewell 'B' Main Control Room as well as the final implemented
system . The V&EV was just one task within a comprehensive VDU format design
process . The new tools are a substantial refinement of the HUFIT Tool Set [1] for
use with process control industry applications and closely resemble Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) matrices [2] . In describing the V&EV methods, each tool is
summarised and its application to the control room operator interface is reported .

2. VERIFICATION METHOD
In verification, the human factors specialist must establish that all system features,
as specified on paper, will meet human factors criteria, thus ensuring that any human
performance problems can be eliminated at an early stage in the design process .
2 .1 . System Features & Human Performance Characteristics Interactions
In this method, the system features are compared against Human Performance
Characteristics (HPCs) and a performance score is derived independently of any user
task for which the system feature is used . These system features are the elemental
building blocks from which the entire operator interface will be built, e .g . text types,
symbols, keyboard elements . In order to identify all the system features, a systematic
review was made of vendor and client documentation and system feature attributes
recorded . For example, a VDU-based symbol is recorded in terms of shape, size,
colour, dynamic properties, etc . System features are grouped into families of similar
types, to minimise repetitious judgements and to ease global changes of scoring . The
certainty/quality of the information obtained is also recorded in terms of the degree
of firmness in the design . In order to evaluate each system feature thoroughly, the
relevant HPCs need to be identified . A taxonomy of HPCs has been developed,
which includes 23 relevant characteristics, such as visual acuity, contrast sensitivity,
accommodation, auditory discrimination, reach envelope . This taxonomy is relevant to
all types of operator interface, as it refers to human characteristics which are generic
and universally relevant (i .e . task independent) .
2.2 . Verification Matrix & Evaluation Guidelines
Following the definition of system features and HPCs, a matrix is created showing
the system features' links with HPCs (Figure 1(b)) . Where an HPC interacts with a
system feature, so affecting human performance, then a link is declared within the
matrix . Each link is scored on the quality of the human factors design of the feature
and its expected effect on human performance . The six point unipolar scoring is
supported by extensive evaluation guidelines to ensure consistency . A summary score
for a system feature across all relevant HPCs is then derived by taking the worst score
for that feature . This approach is inherently conservative but is appropriate as the
lowest quality accommodation of an HPC by a feature is the one that would cause the
feature to fail to achieve the desired human performance . For example, a symbol

may be of sufficient size, adequate contrast and discriminable colour, but it may fail
entirely if the symbol shape itself is easily confusable with another . Thus, the
resulting matrix is able to verify in a structured form the quality of the human factors
engineering of the interface features and their expected effect on human performance .
Therefore, human performance problems can be identified at an early stage and the
appropriate remedial measures taken .

2 .3 . Application of Method
In the verification of the early candidate system, over 200 features of a computerbased display and alarm system were identified and a verification matrix with 9,330
cells was created . Of these, 5,000 links, representing interactions between system
features and HPCs, were identified and were assigned performance scores .
3 . EARLY VALIDATION METHOD
In early validation, the objective for the human factors specialist is to ensure early
in the design process that the operator interface adequately supports the user task
requirements .

3.1. PAGODA
In order to identify all the task elements associated with system use, an evolutionary
task analysis method was developed called PAGODA (Purpose And Goal Orientated
Diagrammatic Analysis) [4] . PAGODA combines elements of Hierarchical Task
Analysis (HTA), Success Tree Logic (STL) and Function Analysis System Technique
(FAST) in order to fully capture HCI-based tasks (Figure 1(a)) . This tool enables a
human factors specialist to identify all the task elements associated with a particular
system design, e .g . detect an alarm, identify a parameter, read a parameter, predict a
parameter rate-of-change value .
3.2 . Early Validation Matrix & Evaluation Guidelines
Following the definition of task elements, another matrix is created (Figure 1(c)) .
Where a task element is identified as being supported, in part or in whole, by system
features, links are declared within the matrix . Since system features are generally
used in groups, sets of features are linked together in the matrix forming superfeatures . Alternative sets of features which can support a task element are often
identified . Also, system features can appear in more than one super-feature . Each
link between a super-feature and a task element is scored on the quality of the task
support that super-feature provides and its expected effect on human performance,
independent of the performance scores already obtained . The task support scoring is
achieved using a six point unipolar rating scale and is supported by extensive
evaluation guidelines to ensure consistency . As an example of this scoring, both a
trend graph and the visual observation of the rate of change of a numeric display
would enable an operator to predict a future value for a process parameter .
However, a trend graph gives an operator much better support for this particular task
element . Thus, the resulting early validation matrix is able to capture in a structured

form the effectiveness of the task support given by the interface super-features and
their expected effect on human performance . Problems with supporting user tasks can
therefore be clearly identified at an early stage and the appropriate remedial

measures taken .
3.3. Application of Method
In the early validation of the early candidate system, 52 user task elements
associated with the use of a computer-based display and alarm system were identified
and an early validation matrix with 9,830 cells was created . Of these, 330 cells
required links and involved task support spores .

4 . COMBINED VERIFICATION & EARLY VALIDATION METHOD
The combination of the results from the verification and the early validation
enables a human factors specialist to make accurate design judgements concerning the
quality of the human factors design of the system features and the effectiveness of the
super-features in supporting user task elements .
In the method, each system feature summary score from the verification matrix is
entered into the early validation matrix (Figure 1(c)) . A user performance score for
each super-feature is obtained from the mean value of the set of system feature
performance scores associated with it . This is appropriate as poor features in the
super-feature would not necessarily cause the execution of the task element to fail .
Continuing with the previous example, both a trend graph and a numeric display
would enable an operator to predict the future value of a process parameter . As
already stated, a trend graph gives an operator much better support for this particular
task element . However, design judgements may have to be made concerning the
quality of the human factors design and the effectiveness of the support for that task
element and for other associated task elements . Judgements about re-design may
depend on the importance of the task element under consideration and its impact on
the total system performance . The V&EV matrix is able to support the human factors
specialist and system designers in making such complex design judgements (Figure
1(d)) .

5 . CONCLUSIONS
The new tool set, incorporating a Human Performance Characteristics description
tool, a Task Elements definition tool (PAGODA), Evaluation Guidelines, Verification
and Early Validation (V&EV) Matrices and a V&EV Matrix, have shown themselves
to be useful both in supporting the design process and in satisfying the regulatory
authorities . The application of the methods during the early design stage offers
threefold benefits . First, its systematic and structured approach enables all
judgements to be easily scrutinized and discussed by others . Secondly, it offers the
human factors specialist the ability to break down large and potentially convoluted
judgements, sometimes based on uncertain design information, into small, tractable

chunks which can be successively built up into more global judgements . Thirdly,
proposed changes to the system can be rapidly re-assessed . The combination of
system features into higher level sets also enables broader human factors
considerations to be fully expressed and explored if necessary .
The methods described cannot purport to reflect the appropriateness of the
operator interface for the user tasks in the fullest sense ; it cannot be as precise as
using potential users in prototype trials or in a simulation . It does offer the ability to
scrutinise all the features thoroughly, which simulator trials may not . However, it is
the authors' opinion that in its current state of development the tool set could be
readily used on other similar HCI and non-HCI based systems within the process
industries, both at the early design stage, when system modifications can be more
readily made and in advance of a system prototype becoming available . This would
provide identification of operator interface difficulties . As the method also records
the quality of available design information, it can be successively re-applied and
human factors judgements refined as design and design modification progresses .
The authors believe that the new tool set's provision of systematic and well defined
stages, together with the scrutability of subjective judgements made and the guidance
for a human factors specialist or another analyst in making these judgements, ensures
a very thorough, complete and unbiased evaluation .
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Abstract
It was examined whether an operator, when confronted with a variety of strategyspecific information aids during fault diagnosis, would have the ability to select the aid
that matches his/her current strategy best . To answer this question, 18 process operators
performed a simulated topographic search task to which several strategy-specific help
functions had been added . The results indicated that the operators selected the help
functions in accordance with the strategy they actually adopted . It is argued that for the
task of fault diagnosis different types of information aids should be designed for different
strategies and that the operator should be free to select the aid that suits his/her needs best .

1 . INTRODUCTION
One of the main tasks the human operator has to fulfil when supervising a highly
automated production process consists of diagnosing faults . Fault diagnosis is commonly
conceived of as determining the cause of a malfunctioning process from a set of
observable symptoms . Of the various approaches being followed to assist the operator in
overcoming the difficulties of this task, providing information aids is probably the most
straightforward in keeping the operator an integral part of the man-machine system [1], [2] .
Designing information aids for fault diagnosis requires consideration of the following two
related points . First, even within relatively homogeneous groups of subjects, like university
students [3] and maintenance technicians [4], there are large inter- and intra-individual
differences in the use of diagnostic strategy . Secondly, the particular strategy a subject
adopts determines to a large extent the kind of difficulties encountered during task
performance [4] . Thus, it might make sense to design different types of information aids
for different strategies and to have the operator select the information aid that is most
helpful for his/her own strategy [5] . This, however, raises the question whether the
operator will be able to do so . That is to say, when facing various strategy-specific
information aids, is the operator capable of selecting the aid that supports the strategy
he/she actually uses best? To answer this question, an experiment was set up in which a
group of process operators had to perform a simulated fault diagnosis task to which several
relatively simple strategy-specific information aids had been added in the form of
computerized help functions . During the task, the operators were left completely free in
strategy use and choice of help function . It was examined whether they selected the
available help functions in accordance with their actual strategy .

2 . METHOD
Subjects . A group of 18 male process operators of a chemical plant served as
subjects . The operators differed in the amount of operating experience and they possessed
varying degrees of process control skills . With respect to these variables they were fairly
representative of the whole pool of operators of the plant involved .
Task. The task used was adapted from the topographic search problem TASK,
originally developed by Rouse [6] . TASK requires fault finding in graphically displayed
networks which consist of N rows and N columns of interconnected logical AND-gate
components (Figure 1) . In each network, signals flow through the connections from left to

trial
trial
trial
trial

1 : 23 31 status 0
2 : 8 15 status 1
3 : 10 16 status 0
4 :10 correct

Figure 1 . An example of a network and an illustration of the way a subject solved it
. The
tests made by the subject have been underlined .

right. There is, however, one randomly selected component which does not work and
which therefore does not transfer its input signals . It is the task of the subject to locate this
faulty component . He can achieve this by interpreting the values of the output units at the
right-hand side of the network (1 is working and 0 is not) and by testing connections (with
a cost of 1 point) and components (with a cost of 3 points) within the network . Having
made a test, the subject receives its value until he tests the faulty component in which case
the problem has been solved . During task performance, a chronological list of the test
results obtained so far is kept at the right-hand side of the network .

Strategies . Two basically distinct strategies, referred to as
tracing-back (TB) and
hypothesis-and-test (HT), have been identified for the task [3], [7], [8]
. In short, TB
involves testing the inputs of a component the output of which has just been found to be 0
.
This is continued until the faulty component is encountered the characteristic feature of
which is that none of its inputs is 0 . HT involves testing the input or the output of a
component belonging to the feasible fault set . This set consists of all the components that

could have failed, given the information acquired so far . The feasible fault set can be
derived by determining what components connect directly or indirectly to all components
with a known value of 0 and do not connect to any component with a known value of 1 .
For example, in Figure 1 the complete feasible fault set prior to testing consists of 8, 10,
15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 26, 31 and 38. As will be evident, the amount and the complexity of
the information being processed during task performance is considerably larger when
adopting the HT strategy than the TB strategy . It thus seems appropriate to qualify HT as
more cognitively demanding than TB . TB and HT should be regarded as idealized ways of
performing the task. It is very well possible that a strategy is adopted which differs in one
or more respects from these two strategies . Such a strategy is referred to as indefinite (IN) .
Furthermore, during task performance one strategy may be changed for another .
Help functions . Seven help functions (in the following referred to as hl, h2, ..., h7)
were added to the fault diagnosis task each of which could be activated to obtain one of
the following pieces of information :
1 . the input tree of a particular component (i .e., all the components which can
send signals to it),
2. the output tree of a particular component (i .e ., all the components which can
receive signals from it),

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the test results obtained so far,
all the components reaching all the 0-output units,
all the components reaching all the 1-output units,
all the components reaching at least one of the 0-output units,
all the components reaching at least one of the 1-output units.

As can be seen, a help function gave only information the subject could also have derived
by himself. Upon activation of a particular help function, the corresponding piece of
information would be visually presented within the network itself. That is to say, with hl
and h2, the components involved, together with their interconnections, were coloured in
red . With h3, the tested connections and components with a value of 0 were coloured in
red and those with a value of 1 were coloured in green . With h4 and h6, the components
involved were coloured in red, and with h5 and h7 they were coloured in green . It should
be noted that an operative help function had to be deactivated when using another function
or when performing a test . The help functions were developed with the purpose of
supporting one or both strategies or neither strategy . More specifically, hl was designed
for the support of the TB strategy . This function was supposed to help in finding a path of
interconnected components having a value of 0 and eventually leading to the faulty
component . H4 and h7 were designed for the support of the HT strategy. It was supposed
that these functions, especially when used in combination, would help in identifying the
possibly faulty components . H3 was meant to support both TB and HT by assisting in
mapping the list of test results at the right-hand side of the network onto the network itself .
H2, h5 and h6 were actually meant as decoys in the sense that they seemed to be
informative but were in fact useless for whatever strategy .
Procedure . A subject was tested individually in a separate room in which he sat in
front of a PC which had been programmed to control the fault diagnosis task . First, the
subject studied an extensive written task instruction in which accuracy rather than speed
was stressed. However, he was left free to follow the strategy he preferred . Hereupon, the

subject had to solve 8 practice problems . Following this, the subject studied a written
instruction on the nature and the use of the help functions . He was told to be completely
free in selecting any help function at any time during task performance . The subject was
then given another set of 4 practice problems and he thereby got the opportunity to make
use of the help functions . Finally, the subject had to solve 12 experimental problems . Here,
the help functions were again available . On these problems, the subject was not allowed to
make use of paper and pencil and he received no feedback . For each practice and
experimental problem being presented, a different network was generated . A network could
either be small (i .e., 5 rows and 5 columns) or large (i .e ., 7 rows and 7 columns) . Network
size was balanced across the practice problems as well as the experimental problems .

Performance measures . Two sets of measures were used to describe the subject's
performance in each experimental problem he solved . The first set was meant to capture
the adopted diagnostic strategy according to an algorithm described fully in [7l, [8] . In
previous experiments, evidence has been gathered indicating that the algorithm is valid .
The following three measures were constructed from the strategy classifications the
algorithm produced : the proportion of TB, the proportion of HT, and the proportion of IN .
Each proportion was expressed as a percentage of the total number of tests performed on a
problem, with the exception of the test on the faulty component and the tests which the
algorithm failed to classify into one of the strategies specified beforehand . The second set
of measures related to the selection of the help functions . For each help function, the
number of times it had been selected was counted . To control for variability in the length
of problem solution, this frequency was divided by the number of tests needed to solve the
problem .

3. RESULTS
Before being analyzed further, the subjects' scores were averaged across all the
experimental problems being solved . To determine whether the subjects selected the help
functions in accordance with their actual strategy, each strategy measure was correlated
with each help function measure . Given the considerations underlying the design of the
help functions, the following relationships were expected to emerge from this correlation
analysis : the higher the proportion of TB, the larger the number of hl and h3 requests, and
the higher the proportion of HT, the larger the number of h3, h4 and h7 requests . Allowing
for non-linearity of the relationships, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient rs was applied
(i .e., 1-tailed for the relationships being expected and 2-tailed for those not expected)
. Of
all the 21 correlation coefficients computed, only two had a moderate size and reached
significance at the 0 .05 level . First, the proportion of HT correlated positively with the
number of h4 requests (r, = 0 .59, p = 0 .006, 1-tailed) . Secondly, the proportion of IN
correlated negatively with the number of h4 requests (rs = -0.47, p- 0 .048, 2-tailed) .
To get a better insight into the working-style of the subjects having a preference for
an IN strategy, the test behavior of these subjects was considered more closely . This
inspection revealed that these subjects first worked in accordance with the HT strategy in
that they tried to locate a possibly faulty component within the network . Subsequently,
however, they differed from this strategy as they performed a relatively large number of
redundant tests in an attempt to establish the real status of the component under
consideration .

4 . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Based upon the assumption that the operators would select the help functions in
accordance with their task strategies, a highly specific pattern of relationships between type
of strategy and type of help function was expected . The results show that this pattern of
relationships is partly confirmed . First, use of the cognitively demanding HT strategy was
accompanied with selecting h4, the help function displaying in the network to be diagnosed
all the components reaching all the 0-output units . This finding indicates that, as expected,
h4 is indeed utilized to help in identifying the components that possibly fail . Secondly,
where no relationship between strategy usage and selection of help function was expected,
it in general is not found so . For example, application of the HT strategy was not
accompanied with selecting h5, the help function showing all the components reaching all
the 1-output units . This finding should come as no surprise since h5 had been designed so
as to be of no help for whatever strategy . Thus, the results point out that, in general, a
particular help function is not utilized for supporting the actual strategy, whenever that
help function has not been specifically designed for it .
In addition to this supporting evidence, there are, however, also a number of
deviations from the pattern of relationships specified beforehand . First, use of the TB
strategy was not associated with selecting hl, the help function displaying the input tree of
a particular component in the network . As described above, hl had been meant to help in
tracing a path of zeros backwards into the network . One might argue that this relationship
could not emerge because the TB strategy was hardly employed by the operators . As a
matter of fact, the proportional use of TB was less than 15% on the average . It should be
noted, however, that even the 2 operators preferring this strategy also (almost) never
requested hl . A likely explanation for this finding is that the processing requirements of
TB are so low that during this strategy no support is needed whatsoever . Secondly,
application of the HT strategy was not accompanied with selecting h7, the help function
showing all the components reaching at least one of the 1-output units . Like h4, h7 had
also been designed with the purpose of helping in the identification of possibly faulty
components . Actually, of the 12 operators favoring the HT strategy, only 5 requested h7 a
reasonably number of times, i .e . more than 0.01 per test made . This finding indicates that
several operators made insufficient use of the information provided by the acceptable
outputs in order to assist in eliminating infeasible components . This tendency to
underutilize disconfirming evidence has been observed repeatedly in the research literature
[6] . Third, neither TB nor HT was associated with selecting h3, the help function
presenting the test results obtained so far within the network itself . The failure to find
these relationships may be attributed to the infrequent use of h3 . Only 3 operators
requested this help function more than 0 .01 per test made . Obviously, the operators did not
need support to map the always available list of test results at the right-hand side of the
network onto the network itself. Fourth, application of an IN strategy was negatively
related to selecting h4 . This relationship, however, may simply have its origin in the
positive relationship between selecting the same help function and employing the HT
strategy. That is to say, one might argue that requesting h4 increased the use of HT at the
expense of following an IN working-style . This explanation is supported by a more
detailed analysis of the individual tests made during the task . More specifically, this
analysis revealed that making an h4 request on a particular test, in comparison with
selecting not any help function, increased the chance of an HT classification of that test

from 0 .23 to 0 .66 and decreased the chance of an IN test classification from 0 .45 to 0 .25 .
Fifth, there were several operators making considerable use of h2, the help function
showing the output tree of a particular component in the network . To these operators
belonged 3 having a preference for the HT strategy and also 3 preferring an IN workingstyle . This finding is somewhat surprising since h2 was not supposed to be of any help for
whatever strategy. Note, however, that the output tree of a given component may very well
be used to establish whether that component reaches all the 0-output units but none of the
1-output units . Selecting h2 repeatedly can therefore be very helpful in identifying the
components that possibly fail . Thus utilized, h2 gives the same information as the
combination of the two help functions designed for the HT strategy, i .e. h4 and h7 . This
might explain why a number of the operators favoring the HT strategy selected h2 so
frequently . That a number of the operators favoring an IN strategy did as well may then be
attributed to the fact that these operators also followed a working-style of which the
identification of possibly faulty components comprised an important phase .
The general picture emerging from the foregoing discussion is that the operators
selected the help functions in accordance with their actual strategy . Thus, there is evidence
to conclude that an operator, when facing a variety of strategy-specific information aids
during fault diagnosis, is capable of selecting the aid that matches his/her actual strategy
very well . Therefore, the most important message conveyed by the present study is that for
the task of fault diagnosis every effort should be made to design different types of
information aids for different strategies and to leave the operator completely free in
choosing the aid that suits his/her needs best .
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